Abstract
Introduction
Group work, under proper conditions, encourages peer learning and support providing an opportunity for students to clarify and refine their understanding of concepts through discussion and rehearsal with peers. However, several factors have been investigated for their influence on the group dynamics and performance, such as group synthesis. It is proposed that variation in group inputs such as member abilities/skills/relations and group structure, fosters different types of interaction and outcomes [7] .
We regard grouping as important for student learning mainly because of its shaping force on instruction and students' social participation. Moreover, as critical factors in forming groups we consider learners' individual characteristics/attributes relative to learning such as knowledge and learning style.
A variety of group formation techniques have been used in forming learning groups such as random assignment, learner-formed groups or grouping according to academic (e.g. knowledge of a subject), social (e.g. gender), traits (e.g. learning style) or learner context. However, the relative merits of homogenous and heterogeneous groups seem to depend on several factors such as students' abilities, traits, curriculum area, and task [14, 9, 5] .
Research in the field of e-learning has lead to the development of computer-based tools that support automatic group formation. Learners are dynamically assigned to groups according to their learning needs or individual characteristics or they are matched to peer learners for a specific task upon their request [9, 6, 8] . For instance in the DIANA system [12] , the instructor can perform homogeneous groupings by choosing multiple criteria (up to 7) but the system does not support manual group formation, or the editing of the created groups. In the system proposed by Cavanaugh et. al [2] , the instructor may select multiple criteria assigning weights to each one, whilst surveys are used to automatically identify learners' personality traits. This system uses the Hill Climbing algorithm for both homogeneous and heterogeneous groupings. In the OmadoGenesis tool [4] , the instructor is allowed to (a) select the set of learners to apply the grouping, (b) select the grouping type (homogeneous or heterogeneous) for each of the criteria used (up to 3), and (c) edit/reform the created groups. However the instructor cannot manually group students but s/he is allowed to intervene in the proposed grouping exchanging learners among groups. This tool forms homogeneous groups using the k-means clustering algorithm, heterogeneous using a heterogeneity matrix and mixed type groups using Genetic Algorithms. The use of Genetic Algorithms is also proposed by Wang et. al [12] , but only for creating heterogeneous groups. Useful options provided by the tool of Cavanaugh et. al [2] and OmadoGenesis [4] to the instructor are to manually define or reform the groups respectively. However none of the above systems support the instructor in this process by providing advice about how to group students or interchange them among the groups. Moreover, all the above systems seem to focus on the instructor as none of them provides the learner with access to the grouping process.
In this paper we present a web-based group formation tool that can be used as a stand-alone web-based application, or as a module of an e-learning environment for matching peers based on specific criteria. The tool supports the instructor to create both homogeneous and heterogeneous groups based on up to three criteria and the learner to negotiate the grouping. Moreover, the instructor is allowed to manually group students based on specific criteria. A discriminative feature of this tool is the use of the Fuzzy CMeans (FCM) algorithm for creating homogeneous groupings. The main advantages of FCM are (i) its ability to work in spaces that contain a limited amount of data (i.e. students in class 20-100) and with small groups, (ii) the membership function, i.e. in FCM a learner may belong to more than one groups with a different probability. This information is particular useful for the instructor when he needs to manually exchange learners. Using this information, the instructor can easily identify the groups that a learner may belong to based on his/her individual characteristics without having to cross-check all the different groups and compare their characteristics to the learner profile. Moreover, the learners are informed for the grouping and they are allowed to negotiate their group assignment.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the algorithms used for homogenous and heterogenous groupings are described. Following, in section 3 we focus on the design and the implementation of the tool. Then in section 4 preliminary evaluation results are presented. Finally in section 5, conclusions and further research plans are presented.
Algorithms for grouping learners
Research on algorithms adequate for learning group formation has resulted to a limited number of proposals. Specifically the majority of the related studies focus on optimization algorithms such as Hill Climbing, Ant Colony Optimization or Genetic Algorithms. While such algorithms tend to perform adequately for either homogeneous, heterogeneous or mixed-type (i.e. homogeneous for one attribute and heterogeneous for another) groupings, their computational complexity (polynomial) is high and implementation is quite hard for purely web-based environments that use "simple" scripting languages such as JavaScript and PHP.
With the low complexity parameter as a guideline we turned to clustering algorithms and more particularly to the c-means algorithms family. In a previous study described in [3] we compared the two well-known c-means clustering algorithms; k-means and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM). They both present linear complexity O(n) [11] and various other features that make them promising candidates for supporting homogeneous groupings. In particular, both algorithms in their standard forms were evaluated in a simulated environment proving that the "fuzzy" nature of the FCM is a promising alternative for creating groups.
Regarding heterogeneous grouping, research results have been very limited until now. Alternative definitions have been proposed for heterogeneity. According to Graf and Bekele [5] :
A reasonably heterogeneous group refers to a group where student-scores reveal a combination of low, average and high student-scores.
However this approach is limited to 3 discrete classes of attribute values (student-scores). Heterogeneity may also refer to specific group attributes or to the group as a whole. In our case, extending the previous definition, we define a heterogenous group as a group where all the possible values of the learner space (involving all the different group attributes) are present. As discussed in the following section, the use of a random algorithm seems adequate for creating heterogeneous groups with satisfying results.
The learner space model is multi-dimensional; each dimension represents a learner attribute (i.e. learner characteristic) used for group formation purposes. Therefore every learner j is represented by a vector FCM and random sorting algorithms are able to work on n-Dimensional spaces. In the current implementation of the tool we allow the use of maximum 3 attributes as grouping criteria in order to simplify the grouping process and facilitate instructors in intervening to this process when reviewing the group formation results.
Homogeneity based on FCM
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) or Fuzzy ISODATA algorithm was proposed by James Bezdek in 1981 [1] and since then it evolved into one of the most widely used fuzzy clustering algorithms in data clustering, pattern recognition and image processing with very satisfying results [10, 13] .
FCM is essentially the fuzzy version of the well-known k-means algorithm and thus their structure is very similar. However in FCM a data point may belong to more than one cluster with a specific membership probability for each cluster. So for every cluster a membership matrix (U ) is created to represent the membership probabilities for every data point.
Clustering algorithms are special forms of optimization algorithms as they can only minimize an objective function. In the case of FCM that function is described in Eq. 1.
where i is the current cluster, x j is the current data point, c i is the center of cluster i, u ij is the membership probability of x j for cluster i, d( c i , x j ) is the Euclidian distance between cluster center c i and data point x j and m is a weighting exponent with m > 1 note that both cluster centers and data points are represented by vectors as the learner space is multi-dimensional; every dimension represents one different learner attribute. The current implementation of the FCM algorithm in the Group Formation Tool, is described below:
(a) Assign random values to U (b) For every member j, make u j sums to 1
For every step κ:
(a) Calculate new cluster centers for each cluster i:
(b) Calculate the distance matrix for every dimension z:
(c) Calculate the new probability matrix:
Calculate the value of the objective function:
where 0 < min impro < 1 is the termination criterion The main problem that we encountered with FCM in grouping learners (as also with the k-means algorithm) was the inequality of the clusters created. The source of this problem is that both algorithms take as input the desired number of clusters and not the number of data points per cluster (i.e. learners per group). During the clustering process, data points with extreme values tend to isolate; in such cases some of the created clusters might have significantly less members than others. Thus, the challenge here is to amend this situation, i.e. automatically reform the clusters in order to become of equal size, preserving the nature of the groups (homogenous). To this end, we developed an algorithm utilizing the FCM's probability matrix which proved extremely useful for interchanging data points among clusters of different size. In particular, aiming to form groups of equal size with the best possible clustering quality (although lower than the initial), we exchange members among the groups based on their highest probability of belonging to particular clusters as this is proposed by the FCM. Let's illustrate the proposed approach through an example. Suppose that we have 8 data points that FCM grouped in two clusters as illustrated in Fig. 1a : the three black bullets belong in cluster 1, whilst the five white ones in cluster 2. Outputs of FCM are the two matrices U 1 and U 2 (Fig. 1c) that contain the membership probabilities of the data points with respect to cluster 1 and 2. At the end of the grouping process, the data points represented in U 1 with higher probabilities are assigned to cluster 1, whilst those of U 2 with higher probabilities are assigned to cluster 2. The problem is that cluster 1 (3 data points) has one member less than cluster 2 (5 data points). However, the data point that corresponds to the [1, 4] position of U 1 and U 2 (see Fig. 1c) , is the best possible exchange that can be made between the clusters. That is because the data point U 1 [1, 4] has the highest probability among the data points of U 1 that weren't included in cluster 1 (i.e. 0.4364, 0.2634, 0.1485, 0.0847, 0.0325), and at the same time the data point U 2 [1, 4] has the lowest of those included in cluster 2 (i.e. 0.5636, 0.7366, 0.8515, 0.9153, 0.9675). Therefore, in order to evenly distribute the 8 data points into two clusters, we decided to transfer data point [1, 4] to cluster 1 as illustrated in Fig. 1b .
The above approach enabled us to reduce the required amount of procedures to just basic conditional search implemented through the following "equalization" function:
1. Calculate the number of members per group: n = (round(total students/groups))
where n, is the number of members per group total students, is the total number of students and groups, is the number of groups to be created ii. If the new cluster x has the maximum allowed number of members repeat the previous step with x = x and x = i
In the current implementation of the Group Formation Tool, the instructor is offered the option to activate the equalization function and automatically redistribute learners to groups, or do it manually taking into account the information provided about their group membership probability.
Heterogeneity based on Random Algorithm
To address the issue of heterogeneity we propose the use of a standard random algorithm; that is to apply a uniform distribution on the learner space. The core idea of this approach is based on the nature of heterogeneity. In our case, a heterogeneous group is considered as a group that contains all the possible values of the learner space. In a real Assuming that all the values should have the same possibility to belong to a certain group, we decided to use the uniform distribution for forming heterogeneous groups. In particular, a random selection algorithm is used for forming groups that their members' attributes span across the learner space. This algorithm provides an adequate level of heterogeneity while being extremely fast and easy to implement [3] .
Especially, we do not use random assignment rather we propose a selection (without replacement) that follows a uniform distribution over specific criteria. However the efficiency of this algorithm needs to be evaluated and compared to other algorithms used for heterogeneous group formation in real-life environments.
The Group Formation Tool
The Group Formation Tool was developed in PHP. It uses a MySQL database built to support multiple lessons/instructors. The algorithms used for homogeneous/heterogeneous group formation were implemented in a modular way, allowing ease integration of the tool in any e-learning environment.
The tool allows the instructor to form groups either manually or automatically. The instructor is able to select the grouping method (manual or automatic) and then define the number of groups to be created. In case of the automatic group formation, the instructor selects the type of grouping (homogeneous or heterogeneous) and up to three differ- Figure 3 : A screen shot of Group Formation Tool (Learner Environment: Group Negotiation). The learner is allowed to negotiate his re-assignment to a different group through the 'Group Negotiation' form. The name of the learner has been deliberately replaced by question marks "?" ent grouping criteria (e.g. knowledge level, learning style). Finally the instructor is allowed to activate the equalization function ensuring the equal distribution of learners to groups.
After the automatic group formation process, the resulted groups are presented to the instructor in the form of separate tables. For each learner, the system presents his/her name and particular characteristics. The Group Formation Tool is able to personalize all the group listings allowing instructors to select the set of individual learner characteristics to appear.
The instructor has always the option to edit the output of the group formation process (i.e. re-assign the learners to different groups) by using the Edit mode. In this mode, a more detailed profile for each learner appears. In case of homogeneous grouping, the learner profile appears along with his/her Membership Probabilities for each group. This feature is very useful in case the instructor decides to check the best possible grouping using the FCM and then to manually perform the equalization of the number of members per group. Another scenario is that the instructor needs to intervene in the grouping process as s/he is aware of a potential rivalry between two group members, or a specific request of a learner for re-assignment.
A screenshot of the Edit mode is presented in Fig. 2 . In this figure the profiles of three members of Group 1 (data represented in Table 1 ) are shown including the FCM generated membership probabilities, knowledge level for the current lesson, style according to the Felder-Silverman model, the Reflective/Active and the Pragmatist/ Theorist axis of the Honey & Mumford model. Let's assume that the instructor wants to re-assign one learner from Group 1 to another group. To achieve that, s/he must first pick the learner that has the least membership probability of belonging to Group 1. In this case the second learner (20.37% membership probability) is the most appropriate candidate. Then the instructor should find the best possible group to assign the particular learner (in a similar way with the equalization function described above): the group that the particular learner has the highest membership probability to belong to, i.e. Group 4 (54.15%). The instructor then simply replaces the group number in front of the learner (see Fig. 2 ) and saves the new group. This method seems more accurate and time-saving compared to the cross-checking of every attribute value of the learner with those of learners of other groups.
The Group Formation Tool provides also a number of useful functions to learners. Learners can view their profile and alter it. In this case the instructor will be informed for any changes when s/he visits the particular learner profile. A learner is also able to view his/her group assignment per course along with all the group members. Finally the learner is facilitated to negotiate his/her assignment with the instructor in case s/he wants to. Fig. 3 illustrates this option. The learner is allowed to submit a form to the instructor stating the reasons for his/her request of reassignment.
Evaluation
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach for homogenous and heterogeneous groupings (the FCM algorithm combined with the equalization function and the Random Selection Algorithm), we performed a series of tests using real learner data. In particular, we used data from 18 undergraduate students (4th year students) of the Department Technology Education and Digital Systems of the University of Piraeus who had enrolled in the module "Intelligent and Adaptive Learning Environments" (academic year [2005] [2006] ).
Below we provide two different groupings, homogeneous and heterogeneous produced by the Group Formation Tool. The results collected from the instructor environment of the tool are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for illustration purposes. Table 1 represents the homogeneous grouping  whilst Table 2 the heterogeneous grouping.
Homogeneous grouping. In the first test we aim to assign the 18 learners to 5 homogeneous groups using two criteria. The first criterion was the Sensing/Intuiting axis of the For instance learner no. 1 is characterized as a 'Very Strong Sensing' and 'Low Active' (values -11 and 3 respectively).
Preliminary results indicate the potential of the proposed approach for homogenous groups. In particular, the 18 learners have been evenly distributed in five groups; 3 groups consisting of 4 learners and 2 group of 3 learners. Especially, as illustrated in Table 1 groups 2, 3 and 5 comprise of learners with very close values based on both criteria. Groups 1 and 4 present an adequate level of homogeneity although learners 2 and 15 seem not to fit very well within these groups; their Reflective/Active values tend to be fairly different than those of the other members of the group. However given the specific learner space, all the assignments (except from learner 2) seem to be the best possible, as it is indicated by the membership probabilities. Regarding learner 2, he was initially assigned to the 4th Group but then the equalization function re-assigned her to Group 1. In particular, the initial grouping process resulted with Group 4 having 5 members, i.e. with one more member than the maximum allowed members per group n = round(18/5) = 4). Then, the equalization function was activated to evenly distribute students to groups, i.e. the system had to re-assign one member of the 4th group. According to the equalization function described in Section 2.1, the best possible candidate was learner 2 who had the lowest probability (54.15%) of belonging to Group 4. As illustrated in Table 1 , the next "best" group for learner 2 is Group 1 with membership probability 20.37%. Thus learner 2 is "moved" to Group 1 as the best possible re-assignment since the size of the group is less than the maximum allowed.
Heterogeneous grouping. In the second test we aim to assign the 18 learners to 6 heterogeneous groups based on two criteria; the Sequential/Global axis of the Felder & Silverman model and the Reflective/Active axis of the Honey & Mumford model. The resulted groups are presented in Table 2 . The six groups present an adequate level of heterogeneity. Specifically in groups 3, 4 and 5 of Table 2 we can see that the highest possible difference exists within the members of each group for the "Sensing/Intuiting" criterion (values -11 and 11 or 9), whereas, all the groups formed constitute of learners with a mixture of negative and positive values on both criteria. Only one of the six groups, Group 2, presents a level of homogeneity based on one of the criteria, the "Sensing/Intuiting" criterion (since all the learners' values are very close: 7, 11, 9). However, even this group presents also a satisfactory level of heterogeneity based on the "Reflective/Active" criterion.
Conclusions and Further Research
In this paper we presented the web-based Group Formation Tool which uses low complexity algorithms for homogeneous and heterogeneous groupings. Preliminary tests on grouping 18 learners showed that the level of homogeneity and heterogeneity of the resulted groups was quite satisfactory; however the evaluation of the tool in a real context is vital. Moreover the use of a wider range of criteria is imperative in order to draw safer conclusions about the adaptability and the robustness of the algorithms (especially in the case of FCM).
In the future we aim to investigate the development of a low-complexity, easy-to-implement mixed type (homogeneous and heterogeneous) grouping algorithm. To this direction, optimization algorithms like the Hill Climbing Algorithm as well as the FCM algorithm will be further investigated. Another interesting direction is to investigate the incorporation of weighted criteria to the FCM algorithm. This possibly needs to re-design the algorithm in a way that would enable the use of a weight exponent within the distance calculation function. Finally, we plan to (a) incorporate this tool to an e-learning environment as a module for forming groups or peer searching using multiple criteria, and (b) extend the tool allowing learners to select grouping criteria, especially in cases of searching for peer support, as well as intervening in the grouping process. In particular, the group negotiation option will be extended so that in case of agreement between learner and instructor, the learner's group preference would also be taken into consideration in re-assigning learners to groups or in the initial grouping process. All the above directions are quite challenging and further research is necessary so as to prove the effectiveness and usefulness of such a group formation module.
